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Foreword

Why cognitive behavior therapy?
Over the past two or three decades, there has been something of a revolution in the field of psychological treatment.
Freud and his followers had a major impact on the way in
which psychological therapy was conceptualized, and
psychoanalysis and psychodynamic psychotherapy dominated the field for the first half of this century. So,
long-term treatments were offered which were designed to
uncover the childhood roots of personal problems – offered,
that is, to those who could afford it. There was some
attempt by a few health service practitioners with a public
conscience to modify this form of treatment (by, for example,
offering short-term treatment or group therapy), but the
demand for help was so great that this had little impact.
Also, whilst numerous case histories can be found of people
who are convinced that psychotherapy did help them,
practitioners of this form of therapy showed remarkably
little interest in demonstrating that what they were offering
their patients was, in fact, helpful.
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As a reaction to the exclusivity of psychodynamic therapies and the slender evidence for their usefulness, in the
1950s and 1960s a set of techniques was developed, broadly
collectively termed ‘behavior therapy’. These techniques
shared two basic features. First, they aimed to remove symptoms (such as anxiety) by dealing with those symptoms
themselves, rather than their deep-seated underlying historical causes. Second, they were techniques, loosely related
to what laboratory psychologists were finding out about
the mechanisms of learning, which were formulated in
testable terms. Indeed, practitioners of behavior therapy
were committed to using techniques of proven value or, at
worst, of a form which could potentially be put to the test.
The area where these techniques proved of most value was
in the treatment of anxiety disorders, especially specific
phobias (such as fear of animals or of heights) and
agoraphobia, both notoriously difficult to treat using
conventional psychotherapies.
After an initial flush of enthusiasm, discontent with
behavior therapy grew. There were a number of reasons
for this, an important one of which was the fact that
behavior therapy did not deal with the internal thoughts
which were so obviously central to the distress that patients
were experiencing. In this context, the fact that behavior
therapy proved so inadequate when it came to the treatment of depression highlighted the need for major revision.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s a treatment was developed specifically for depression called ‘cognitive therapy’.
The pioneer in this enterprise was an American psychiatrist, Professor Aaron T. Beck, who developed a theory of
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depression which emphasized the importance of people’s
depressed styles of thinking. He also specified a new form
of therapy. It would not be an exaggeration to say that Beck’s
work has changed the nature of psychotherapy, not just for
depressions but for a range of psychological problems.
In recent years the cognitive techniques introduced by
Beck have been merged with the techniques developed
earlier by the behavior therapists to produce a body of
theory and practice which has come to be known as ‘cognitive behavior therapy’. There are two reasons why this
form of treatment has come to be so important within the
field of psychotherapy. First, cognitive therapy for depression, as originally described by Beck and developed by his
successors, has been subjected to the strictest scientific
testing; and it has been found to be a highly successful
treatment for a significant proportion of cases of depression. Not only has it proved to be as effective as the best
alternative treatments (except in the most severe cases, where
medication is required), but some studies suggest that people
treated successfully with cognitive behavior therapy are less
likely to experience a later recurrence of their depression
than people treated successfully with other forms of therapy
(such as antidepressant medication). Second, it has become
clear that specific patterns of thinking are associated with
a range of psychological problems and that treatments which
deal with these styles of thinking are highly effective. So,
specific cognitive behavioral treatments have been developed for anxiety disorders, like panic disorder, generalized
anxiety disorder, specific phobias and social phobia, obsessive compulsive disorders, and hypochondriasis (health
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anxiety), as well as for other conditions such as compulsive gambling, alcohol and drug addiction, and eating
disorders like bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder.
Indeed, cognitive behavorial techniques have a wide
application beyond the narrow categories of psychological
disorders: they have been applied effectively, for example,
to helping people with low self-esteem and those with
marital difficulties.
At any one time almost 10 per cent of the general population is suffering from depression, and more than 10 per
cent has one or other of the anxiety disorders. Many others
have a range of psychological problems and personal difficulties. It is of the greatest importance that treatments of
proven effectiveness are developed. However, even when
the armoury of therapies is, as it were, full, there remains
a very great problem – namely that the delivery of treatment is expensive and the resources are not going to be
available evermore. Whilst this shortfall could be met by
lots of people helping themselves, commonly the natural
inclination to make oneself feel better in the present is to
do precisely those things which perpetuate or even
exacerbate one’s problems. For example, the person with
agoraphobia will stay at home to prevent the possibility of
an anxiety attack; and the person with bulimia nervosa will
avoid eating all potentially fattening foods. Whilst such
strategies might resolve some immediate crisis, they leave
the underlying problem intact and provide no real help in
dealing with future difficulties.
So, there is a twin problem here: although effective treatments have been developed, they are not widely available;
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and when people try to help themselves they often make
matters worse. In recent years the community of cognitive
behavior therapists has responded to this situation. What
they have done is to take the principles and techniques
of specific cognitive behavior therapies for particular problems and represent them in self-help manuals. These
manuals specify a systematic program of treatment which
the individual sufferer is advised to work through to overcome their difficulties. In this way, the cognitive behavioral
therapeutic techniques of proven value are being made
available on the widest possible basis.
Self-help manuals are never going to replace therapists.
Many people will need individual treatment from a
qualified therapist. It is also the case that, despite the widespread success of cognitive behavioral therapy, some people
will not respond to it and will need one of the other treatments available. Nevertheless, although research on the use
of cognitive behavioral self-help manuals is at an early stage,
the work done to date indicates that for a very great many
people such a manual will prove sufficient for them to
overcome their problems without professional help.
Many people suffer silently and secretly for years.
Sometimes appropriate help is not forthcoming despite their
efforts to find it. Sometimes they feel too ashamed or guilty
to reveal their problems to anyone. For many of these people
the cognitive behavioral self-help manuals will provide a
lifeline to recovery and a better future.
Professor Peter Cooper
The University of Reading
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1

What is low self-esteem?

What do we mean by ‘low self-esteem’?
Self-image
Self-concept
Self-perception
Self-confidence
Self-efficacy
Self-acceptance
Self-respect
Self-worth
Self-esteem

All these words refer to aspects of the way we view
ourselves, the thoughts we have about ourselves, and the
value we place on ourselves as people. Each has slightly
different shades of meaning.
‘Self-image’, ‘self-concept’ and ‘self-perception’ all refer
to the overall picture a person has of him- or herself. These
terms do not necessarily imply any judgment or evaluation of the self, but simply describe a whole range of
characteristics. For example:
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• National, and perhaps regional, identity (e.g. ‘I am
English’, ‘I come from New York’)
• Racial and cultural identity (e.g. ‘I am black’, ‘I am
Jewish’)
• Social and professional role (e.g. ‘I am a mother’, ‘I
am a policeman’)
• Life stage (e.g. ‘I am just thirteen’, ‘I am a grandparent’)
• Physical appearance (e.g. ‘I am tall’, ‘I have brown
eyes’)
• Likes and dislikes (e.g. ‘I love football’, ‘I can’t stand
spinach’)
• Regular activities (e.g. ‘I play baseball’, ‘I use a
computer’)

and

• Psychological qualities (e.g. ‘I have a sense of
humour’, ‘I lose my temper easily’)

‘Self-confidence’ and ‘self-efficacy’, on the other hand, refer
to our sense that we can do things successfully, and perhaps
to a particular standard. As one self-confident person put
it, ‘I can do things and I know I can do things’. For example:
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• Specific competencies (e.g. ‘I am good at math’, ‘I
can catch a ball’)
• Social relationships (e.g. ‘When I meet new people,
on the whole I get on well with them’, ‘I am a good
listener’)
• General coping ability (e.g. ‘If I set out to get something, I usually get it’, ‘I am a good person to
turn to in a crisis’)

‘Self-acceptance’, ‘self-respect’, ‘self-worth’ and ‘selfesteem’ introduce a different element. They do not simply
refer to qualities we assign to ourselves, whether good or
bad. Nor do they simply reflect things we believe we can
or cannot do. Rather, they reflect the overall opinion we
have of ourselves and the value we place on ourselves as
people. Their tone may be positive (e.g. ‘I am good’, ‘I am
worthwhile’) or negative (e.g. ‘I am bad’, ‘I am useless’).
When the tone is negative, we are talking about low selfesteem.

How do I know whether I have low self-esteem?
Take a look at the ten questions below. Put a tick next to
each question, in the column that best reflects how you feel
about yourself. Be honest – there are no right or wrong
answers here, simply the truth about how you see
yourself.
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Yes,
definitely

My experience in life has
taught me to value and
appreciate myself
I have a good opinion of
myself
I treat myself well and
look after myself properly
I like myself
I give as much weight to
my qualities, skills, assets
and strengths as I do to
my weaknesses and flaws
I feel good about myself
I feel I am entitled to
other people’s attention
and time
I believe I am entitled to
the good things in life
My expectations of myself
are no more rigid or
exacting than my expectations of other people
I am kind and
encouraging towards
myself, rather than
self-critical

Yes,
mostly

Yes,
sometimes

No,
mostly

No, not
at all
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If your answers to these questions are anything other than
‘Yes, definitely’, then this book could be useful to you. If
you are generally comfortable in accepting yourself as you
are, if you have no real difficulty in respecting and appreciating yourself, if you see yourself as having intrinsic value
and worth despite your human weaknesses, and feel entitled to take up your space in the world and to enjoy its
riches, then you have the gift of self-esteem. You may still
find ideas in this book that will interest you or open up
avenues that you have not previously thought of, but any
changes you make will be built on the solid foundation of
a broadly positive view of yourself. If, on the other hand,
you feel your true self to be weak, inadequate, inferior or
lacking in some way, if you are troubled by uncertainty and
self-doubt, if your thoughts about yourself are often unkind
and critical, or if you have difficulty in feeling that you
have any true worth or entitlement to the good things in
life, these are signs that your self-esteem is low. And low
self-esteem may be having a painful and damaging effect
on your life.

The impact of low self-esteem
‘Self-esteem’, then, refers to the overall opinion we have of
ourselves, how we judge or evaluate ourselves, and the
value we attach to ourselves as people. We will now consider
in more detail the kind of impact low self-esteem can have
on a person’s life. This will give you an opportunity to
reflect on your own opinion of yourself, and what sort of
value you place on yourself, as well as considering how
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your opinion of yourself affects your thoughts and feelings
and how you operate on a day-to-day basis.
The essence of low self-esteem: Your central beliefs
about yourself

At the heart of self-esteem lie your central beliefs about yourself and your core ideas about the kind of person you are.
These beliefs normally have the appearance of statements of
fact. They may seem straightforward reflections of your identity, pure statements of the truth about yourself. Actually,
however, they are more likely to be opinions than facts –
summary statements or conclusions you have come to about
yourself, based on the experiences you have had in your life,
and in particular the messages you have received about the
kind of person you are. So, to put it simply, if your experiences have generally been positive, your beliefs about yourself are likely to be equally positive. If your experiences have
been pretty mixed (as most people’s are), then you may have
a range of different ideas about yourself, and apply them
flexibly according to the circumstances in which you find
yourself. However, if your experiences have been generally
negative, then your beliefs about yourself are likely to be
equally negative. Negative beliefs about yourself constitute
the essence of low self-esteem. And this essence may have
coloured and contaminated many aspects of your life.
The impact of low self-esteem on the person

Negative beliefs about the self – which form the essence of
low self-esteem – express themselves in many ways.
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To get a sense of this, it may be useful to think about
someone you know who you would say had low self-esteem.
If you think you have low self-esteem, you could of course
consider yourself at this point. But you may find it more
helpful first of all to consider another person instead. This
is because, if you try to look at yourself, it is often difficult
to obtain a clear view – you are too close to the problem.
Think now about the person you have chosen. Remember
recent times when you have met. What happened? What
did you talk about? How did your person look? What did
they do? How did you feel with them? Try to get a really
clear picture of them in your mind’s eye. Now the question
is: how do you know that this person has low self-esteem?
What is about them that tells you they have a problem in
this area?
Jot down as many things as you can think of that give
the game away. Look for clues in what your person says.
For example, do you hear a lot of self-criticism, or apologies? What does this tell you about how your person thinks
about him- or herself? Look at what your person does,
including how he or she gets along with you and other
people. For example, is he or she characteristically quiet
and shy in company? Or conversely always rather pushy
and self-promoting? What does this tell you? And what
about self-presentation (posture, facial expression, direction of gaze)? Does he or she, for example, tend to adopt
a hunched, inward-turned posture and avoid meeting
others’ eyes? Again, what does this tell you about how he
or she sees him- or herself? Think too about your person’s
feelings and emotions. How does it feel to be him or her?
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Does he or she seem sad? Or fed up or frustrated? Or shy
and anxious? What bodily sensations or changes might go
with those emotions?
You will probably discover that clues are to be found in
a number of different areas.
T H O U G H T S A N D S TAT E M E N T S A B O U T T H E S E L F

Negative beliefs about the self find expression in what
people habitually say and think about themselves. Look
out for self-criticism, self-blame and self-doubt; the sense
that the person does not place much value on him- or herself,
discounts positives and focuses on weaknesses and flaws.
BEHAVIOR

Low self-esteem is reflected in how a person acts in everyday
situations. Look out for telltale clues like difficulty in
asserting needs or speaking out, an apologetic stance, avoidance of challenges and opportunities. Look out too for small
clues like a bowed posture, downturned head, avoidance
of eye contact, hushed voice and hesitancy.
EMOTIONS

Low self-esteem has an impact on emotional state. Look
out for signs of sadness, anxiety, guilt, shame, frustration
and anger.
B O D Y S TAT E

Emotional state is often reflected in uncomfortable body
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sensations. Look out for signs of fatigue, low energy or
tension.
Your observations show how holding a central negative
belief about oneself reverberates on all levels, affecting
thinking, behavior, emotional state and body sensations.
Consider how this may apply to you. If you were observing
yourself as you have just now observed another person,
what would you see? What would be the telltale clues in
your case?
The impact of low self-esteem on life

Just as low self-esteem is reflected in many aspects of the
person, so it has an impact on many aspects of life.
SCHOOL AND WORK

There may be a consistent pattern of underperformance
and avoidance of challenges, or perhaps rigorous perfectionism and relentless hard work, fuelled by fear of failure.
People with low self-esteem find it hard to give themselves
credit for their achievements, or to believe that their good
results are the outcome of their own skills and strengths.
P E R S O N A L R E L AT I O N S H I P S

In their relationships with others, people with low self-esteem
may suffer acute (even disabling) self-consciousness, oversensitivity to criticism and disapproval, excessive eagerness
to please – even outright withdrawal from any sort of intimacy or contact. Some people adopt a policy of always being
the life and soul of the party, always appearing confident
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and in control, or always putting others first, no matter what
the cost. Their belief is that, if they do not perform in this
way, people will simply not want to know them.
LEISURE ACTIVITIES

How people spend their leisure time can also be affected.
People with low self-esteem may avoid any activity in which
there is a risk of being judged (art classes, for example, or
competitive sports), or may believe that they do not deserve
rewards or treats or to relax and enjoy themselves.
SELF-CARE

People with low self-esteem may not take proper care of
themselves. They may struggle on when they feel ill, put
off going to the hairdresser or the dentist, not bother to buy
new clothes, drink excessively or smoke or use street drugs.
Or, conversely, they may spend hours perfecting every detail
of how they look, convinced that this is the only way to be
attractive to other people.

Variations in the role and status of low
self-esteem
Not everyone is affected to the same extent by central negative beliefs about the self. The impact of low self-esteem
depends in part on its exact role in your life.
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Low self-esteem can be an aspect of current
problems

Sometimes a negative view of the self is purely a product
of current mood. People who are clinically depressed almost
always see themselves in a very negative light. This is true
even for depressions which respond very well to antidepressant medication, and for those which have a strong
biochemical basis. These are the recognized signs of clinical depression:

• Low mood (feeling consistently sad, depressed,
down or empty)
• A general reduction in your capacity to experience
interest and pleasure
• Changes in appetite and weight (marked increases
or decreases)
• Changes in sleep pattern (again, marked increases
or decreases)
• Being either so fidgety and restless that it is difficult
to sit still or slowed up compared to your normal
speed of going about things (this should be visible
to others, not just a feeling inside yourself)
• Feeling tired and low in energy
• Feeling extremely guilty and worthless
• Difficulty concentrating, thinking straight, making
decisions
• Feeling that things are so bad that you might be
better off dead, or even thinking of hurting yourself
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To be recognized as part of a depression that deserves
treatment in its own right, at least five of these symptoms
(including low mood or loss of pleasure and interest) should
have been present consistently over an extended period
(two weeks or more). That is, we are not talking here about
the fleeting periods of depression that everyone experiences from time to time when things are rough, but
rather about a mood state that has become persistent and
disruptive.
If your current poor opinion of yourself started in the
context of this kind of depression, then seeking treatment
for the depression in its own right should be your first
priority. Successfully treating the depression could even
restore your confidence in yourself without you needing to
work extensively on self-esteem. That said, you may still
find some of the ideas in this book useful: especially
Chapters 5, 6 and 7, which discuss how to tackle self-critical
thoughts, how to focus on positive aspects of yourself and
give yourself credit for your achievements, and how to
change unhelpful rules for living. You may also find it
helpful to consult another book in this series, Paul Gilbert’s
Overcoming Depression.
Low self-esteem can be a consequence of other
problems

Loss of self-esteem is sometimes a consequence of some
other problem which causes distress and disruption in a
person’s life. Long-standing anxiety problems, for example,
including apparently uncontrollable panic attacks, can
impose real restrictions on what a person can do, and so
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undermine confidence and lead to feelings of incompetence
and inadequacy. Enduring relationship difficulties, hardship, lasting severe stress, chronic pain and illness can have
a similar impact. All of these difficulties may result in demoralization and loss of self-esteem. In this case, tackling the
root problem may provide the most effective solution to
the problem. People who learn to manage panic and anxiety,
for example, are often restored to previous levels of confidence without needing to do extensive work on low
self-esteem in its own right. If this is your situation, and
your low self-esteem developed as a consequence of some
other problem, you may nonetheless find some useful ideas
in this book to help you to restore your belief in yourself
as swiftly and completely as possible. It could also be worth
your while to consult other titles in this series to see whether
any of them address your problems directly.
Low self-esteem can be a vulnerability factor for
other problems

Sometimes low self-esteem, rather than being an aspect or
consequence of current problems, seems rather to be the
fertile soil in which they have grown. It may have been in
place since childhood or adolescence, or as far back as the
person can remember. Research has shown that low selfesteem (lasting negative beliefs about the self) may
contribute towards a range of difficulties, including
depression, suicidal thinking, eating disorders and social
anxiety (extreme shyness). If this is true for you, if the difficulties you are currently having seem to you to reflect or
spring from an underlying sense of low self-esteem, then
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working with current problems will undoubtedly be useful
in itself, but will probably not produce significant or lasting
changes in your view of yourself. And unless the issue of
low self-esteem is tackled directly, in its own right, you are
likely to remain vulnerable to future difficulties. In this
case, you could benefit greatly from using this book as a
guide to working consistently and systematically on your
beliefs about yourself, undermining the old negative views
and building up new and more helpful perspectives.

Variations in the impact of low self-esteem
Whether low self-esteem is an aspect or consequence of
other difficulties, or a vulnerability factor for them, the
extent to which it impinges on life will vary from person
to person. This point is illustrated on the following
scale:

Low self-esteem: Variations in impact

Self-doubt only triggered in
particularly challenging situations
and generally managed without
serious distress or difficulty. More
positive perspectives on the self
otherwise available. Problems
seem potentially solvable – not
rooted in the person’s identity.
Change relatively easy

Self-doubt and self-criticism are
triggered by a wide range of
situations. Highly distressing and
disabling. Negative perspective on
the self seen as a fact – no more
positive view available. Problems
in daily living seen as integral part
of self. Difficult to envisage any
possibility of change.
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A person with low self-esteem might fall anywhere on this
scale. At the left-hand end would be found people who experience occasional moments of self-doubt, usually under very
specific conditions (for example, a job interview, or asking
someone out for a first date). Such doubts interfere only
minimally with people’s lives. They might feel mildly apprehensive in a challenging situation, but would have no real
trouble managing the apprehension, would give it little
weight, would find it easy to reassure themselves, and would
not be held back from meeting the challenge successfully.
When people like this have difficulties in life, they tend to
see them straightforwardly as problems to be solved, rather
than as a sign that there is something fundamentally wrong
with them as a person. In addition to the negative perspective on the self triggered by challenges, they probably have
other more positive and constructive alternative views, which
influence how they feel about themselves most of the time.
They may well find it easy overall to relate to other people,
and feel comfortable about asking for help. Such people
should find it relatively easy to isolate the situations in which
they experienced self-doubt, consolidating and strengthening
positive perspectives on the self which are already in place
and learning quite rapidly to challenge anxious predictions
about performance and to answer self-critical thoughts.
At the other end of the scale would fall people whose
self-doubt and self-condemnation were more or less
constant. For them, no more positive alternative perspective on the self is available. This is simply the way things
are. The slightest thing is enough to spark off a torrent of
self-critical thoughts. They find it hard to believe in their
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capacity to deal with any of life’s challenges, or to achieve
lasting closeness to other people. Their fears and their negative beliefs about themselves may be powerful enough to
cause widespread disruption in how they go about their
lives – opportunities missed, challenges avoided, relationships spoiled, pleasures and achievements sabotaged, and
self-defeating and self-destructive patterns of behavior in
many areas. When people at this end of the scale have difficulties, rather than seeing these as problems to be solved,
they tend to view them as central to their true selves (‘This
is me’, ‘This is how I am’). So it is hard to step back far
enough to see things clearly, or to work systematically to
change things for the better without outside help. Even
then, making progress can be tough, because it is difficult
to have confidence in the possibility of change or to persist
if improvement is slow in coming.
Most of us fall somewhere between these two extremes.
This book may have limited relevance for people falling
right at the left-hand end, though it could still be a useful
source of handy tips for fine-tuning an already robust sense
of self-confidence and self-worth. For those who fall at the
far right-hand end of the scale, using the book on its own
may not be enough. It could, however, be helpful as part
of a program of therapy with a cognitive behavioral therapist. Its main use will be for the people who fall in the
broad middle area of the continuum – people whose low
self-esteem is problematic enough for them to wish to do
something about it, but who have enough freedom of movement to be able to stand back from how they habitually see
themselves and search for alternative perspectives.
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How to use this book
You may be a person who is generally self-confident but
suffers from occasional moments of self-doubt in particularly challenging situations. Or you may be someone
who is plagued by self-criticism and finds it hard to think
of anything good about yourself. The chances are, you
are somewhere in between. Whatever the intensity and
breadth of impact of your particular brand of low selfesteem, this book provides your road map for a journey
towards self-knowledge and self-acceptance. It is intended
to help you to understand the origins of your poor opinion
of yourself, and to discover how unhelpful thinking habits
and self-defeating patterns of behavior keep it going in
the present day. You will learn how to use close selfobservation as a basis for introducing changes designed
to help you to challenge your negative sense of yourself
and to develop a new, more kindly, respectful and
accepting view.
You do not have to believe that this book will revolutionize your life and make a new person of you. The key
things are:

• Keeping an open mind
• Being willing to experiment with new ideas and
skills
• Being willing to invest time and effort in regular
self-observation and practice.
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Throughout the book, you will find plenty of opportunities to think about how you developed your poor opinion
of yourself, and to reflect on how low self-esteem is affecting
you on a daily basis. There are lots of practical exercises
and record sheets, to help you apply what you read to your
own personal situation. Exactly how you use the book will
be up to you. You may decide to skip quickly through it,
picking up one or two handy tips. Or you may decide, after
you have skimmed the chapter headings, that it would be
worth investing time and effort in working through the
book systematically, carefully observing how you react in
situations that trouble you so that you can change old
patterns, rethink your normal strategies for getting by,
undermine old, negative beliefs about yourself, and replace
them with more helpful and realistic alternatives.
If so, you may find it most helpful to proceed one chapter
at a time, since each introduces ideas and skills that will
be useful to you as you proceed, and each is built on the
foundations of the last. In this case, first read the chapter
through quite quickly, to give yourself a general sense of
what it is about. You can use this overview to notice stories
and examples that ring bells for you, and to begin to consider
how the chapter is relevant to you personally – after all,
you are the expert on yourself. Then go back and read the
chapter more carefully, in detail, completing the exercises
as you go. Do not move on to the next chapter until you
feel you have got a good grasp of the change methods
introduced – a sense that you understand what they are
and how to use them, and that you are beginning to get
results. If you rush on, you risk completing nothing properly.
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In this case, the ideas presented will not be able to have
any significant impact on how you feel about yourself. It
takes the time it takes – and you are worth it.
If you do decide to work through the book systematically,
it will take time. You will probably get most out of it if you
set aside a certain amount of time every day (say, 20–30
minutes) to read, reflect, plan what to do and review your
records. This is undoubtedly a real commitment, particularly
as the book will sometimes ask you to think about events
and issues that may be painful to you. However, especially
if your doubts about yourself are long-standing and if they
distress you and restrict your life, then the commitment could
have a substantial payoff. There may be times when you get
stuck and can’t think how to take things forward, or can’t
find alternatives to your usual way of thinking. Don’t get
angry with yourself or give up – put your work to one side
for a time and come back to it later, when your mind has
cleared and you are feeling more relaxed. You may also find
it helpful to work through the book with a friend. Two heads
are often better than one, and your stuck points may not be
the same as his or hers. You may be able to help each other
out, encouraging each other to persist, making sure you make
the most of experiments in new ways of operating, sharpening
your focus on positive aspects of the self, and thinking
creatively about how to treat yourself like someone you
value, love and respect.
A note of caution

This book will not help everyone who has low self-esteem.
Sometimes a book is not enough. The most common way
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of dealing with things that distress us is to talk to someone
else about them. Often, talking to a loved family member
or a good friend is enough to relieve distress and move us
forward. Sometimes, however, even this is not enough. We
need to see someone professionally trained to help people
in distress – a doctor, a counsellor or a psychotherapist. If
you find that focusing on self-esteem is actually making you
feel worse instead of helping you to see clearly and think
constructively about how to change things for the better, or
if your negative beliefs about yourself and about the impossibility of change are so strong that you cannot even begin
to use the ideas and practical skills described, then it may
be that you would do well to seek professional help. This
is especially true if you find yourself becoming depressed
in the way that was described earlier, or too anxious to function properly, or if you find yourself starting to contemplate
self-defeating and self-destructive acts.
There is nothing shameful about seeking psychological
help – any more than there is anything shameful about
taking your car to a garage if it is not running properly,
or going to see a lawyer if you have legal problems you
cannot resolve. Seeking help means opening a door to the
possibility of a different future. It means taking your journey
towards self-knowledge and self-acceptance with the help
of a concerned and friendly guide, rather than striking out
alone. If you feel comfortable with the approach described
in the book, its practical focus and emphasis on personal
empowerment through self-observation and systematic
change, then your most helpful guide might be a cognitive behavior therapist.
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The approach: Cognitive behavior therapy
‘Cognitive behavior therapy’ is a form of psychotherapy that
was originally developed in the United States by Professor
Aaron T. Beck, a psychiatrist working in Philadelphia. It is
an evidence-based approach with a solid foundation in
psychological theory and clinical research. It was first shown
to be effective as a treatment for depression in the late 1970s.
Since then, it has broadened in scope, and is now used successfully to help people with a much wider range of problems,
including anxiety, panic, relationship difficulties, sexual difficulties, eating problems (like anorexia and bulimia nervosa),
alcohol and drug dependency, and post-traumatic stress. You
will find other books in this series dealing with some of these
problems.
Cognitive behavior therapy is an ideal approach for low
self-esteem. This is because it provides an easily grasped
framework for understanding how the problem developed
and what keeps it going. In particular, cognitive behavior
therapy focuses on thoughts, beliefs, attitudes and opinions (this is what ‘cognitive’ means) and, as we have already
noted, a person’s opinion of him- or herself lies right at the
heart of low self-esteem.
Do not assume, however, that understanding and insight
alone are enough. Cognitive behavior therapy offers practical, tried-and-tested and effective methods for producing
lasting change. It does not stop at the abstract, verbal level
– it is not just a ‘talking therapy’. It encourages you to take
an active role in overcoming low self-esteem, to find ways
of putting new ideas into practice on a day-to-day basis,
acting differently and observing the impact of doing so on
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how you feel about yourself (this is the ‘behavioral’ element).
This is a commonsensical, down-to-earth approach to
fundamental issues. It will encourage you to attend to
and alter broad ideas you have about yourself, other
people and life. It will also encourage you to adopt an
experimental approach to how you behave in everyday
situations, trying out new ideas in practice at work, with
your friends and family, and in how you treat yourself,
even when you are at home all on your own. The cognitive behavioral approach empowers you to become your
own therapist, developing insight, planning and executing
change, and assessing the results for yourself. The new
skills you develop and practise will continue to be useful
to you for the rest of your life.
The end result could be changes in all the areas we identified at the beginning of the chapter:

• A more balanced perception of yourself, which pays
attention to all sides of you, rather than simply
focusing on the negative and screening out the
positive.
• A more balanced self-image or self-concept, which
appreciates and celebrates you in the round, fully,
warts and all, as you really are – in a word, selfacceptance.
• Increased self-confidence and self-efficacy – you have
a less restricted view of your abilities, your qualities,
assets, skills and strengths, and consequently your
self-respect has grown.
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• A new, enhanced sense of self-worth and self-esteem,
a knowledge of your value, your entitlement to a
place in the sun.

The shape of the book
Chapter 2 explores in greater detail where low self-esteem
comes from. It will allow you to consider what experiences
in your life have contributed to the way you see yourself,
to see how the view you have of yourself makes perfect
sense, given what has happened to you.
Chapter 3 homes in on what keeps old negative perspectives going in the present day, and how out-of-date thinking
habits and unhelpful patterns of behavior work together in
a vicious circle to block the development of self-esteem.
Chapter 4 suggests a first way of breaking out of the
circle, showing you how to become aware of and to question negative predictions which make you anxious, restrict
what you can do, and so contribute to low self-esteem.
Chapters 5 and 6 complement one another. Chapter 5
will teach you how to catch and answer self-critical thoughts,
thus undermining your negative perspective on yourself.
Chapter 6 offers ways of actively creating and strengthening a more positive view.
Chapter 7 moves on to consider how to change your
rules for living, the strategies you have adopted to compensate for low self-esteem.
Chapter 8 discusses ways of working directly on the
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central view of yourself which lies at the heart of low selfesteem.
Finally, Chapter 9 suggests ways of summarizing and
consolidating what you have learned, and how you might
go about taking things further if you wish to do so.
You will notice that direct methods for changing your
beliefs about yourself come last. This may seem odd. Surely
shifting your negative beliefs about yourself should be the
first thing you do? The fact is that it is usually easiest to
change long-standing beliefs if you start by considering
how they operate in the present day. It is interesting and
useful to understand how they developed, but what most
needs to change is what keeps them in place. Changing a
fundamental view of yourself (or indeed of anything else)
may take weeks or months. So, by starting work at this
broad, abstract level, you would be attempting the most
difficult thing first. This could slow you down and might
even be rather discouraging.
In contrast, changing how you think and act from moment
to moment can have an immediate impact on how you feel
about yourself. It may be possible to make radical changes
within days. Working on your thoughts and feelings in
everyday situations will help you to clarify the nature of
your beliefs about yourself, and the impact they are having
on your life. It will form a firm foundation for dealing with
the bigger issues at a later stage. It may well also have an
impact on your central negative beliefs about yourself, even
before you begin to work on them directly. This is particularly likely to be the case if, as you go along, you keep
asking yourself questions like:
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• What are the implications of this for my beliefs about
myself?
• How does this fit (or not fit) with my poor opinion
of myself?
• What changes might follow from this in how I see
myself as a person?

You may well find that small changes you make in your
thinking and behavior will gradually chip away at the
boulder of your central negative beliefs about yourself. You
may even find that, by the time you reach Chapter 8, that
boulder will be too small to need anything more than a few
final blows. Even if you have not reduced it to this extent,
the work that you have done in undermining negative
thinking and focusing on the positive will stand you in
good stead when you come to tackle the big, abstract issues.
Chapter 8 quite explicitly draws on the work that has been
done earlier in the book. This means that you will get most
benefit from it when you have absorbed the ideas and skills
covered in earlier chapters.
Good luck. Enjoy your journey!
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

1 Self-esteem reflects the opinion we have of ourselves, the judgments we make of ourselves and the value we place on ourselves
as people.
2 ‘Low self-esteem’ means having a poor opinion of ourselves,
judging ourselves unfavourably and assigning ourselves
little worth or value.
3 At the heart of low self-esteem lie negative beliefs about the
self. These are reflected in many aspects of how we operate
on a day-to-day basis, and can have a considerable impact in
many areas of life.
4 The role of low self-esteem varies. It can be an aspect or a
consequence of current problems, or a vulnerability factor for a
whole range of other difficulties. Whichever role it occupies,
the extent to which it disrupts daily life varies from person to
person.
5 This book provides a cognitive behavioral framework for understanding how your own low self-esteem developed and what
keeps it going. It also offers practical ways of undermining old,
negative beliefs about the self and establishing and strengthening new, more realistic and helpful alternative perspectives.
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